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The search for inner models for very strong large

cardinal axioms is one of the central programs of

modern set theory. Its origins lie in Gödel’s discovery

of the inner model,L, which is simply the smallest

transitive inner model ofZF containing the ordinals.

As I have noted, the inner models,HOD, computed in

the inner modelsL(A, R) whereA is universally

Baire, provide a hierarchy of fine structural models

suitable for all determinacy axioms (extendingAD+).

If the Ω Conjecture is true then this hierarchy captures,

in some sense, all large cardinals axioms which

suitably realized inV .
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But these models do not actually have, at least relative

to their specified extender sequences, any significantly

large cardinals.

Further the abstract notion of a large cardinal axiom

which we have used, assuming theΩ Conjecture, to

calibrate the entire hierarchy is far too general.
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TheInner Model Programis the attempt to define an

analyze analogs ofL for specific large cardinals. The

stronger the larger cardinal the more interesting and

difficult the problem.

What are the criteria for success?

One could require that the inner models be hereditarily

ordinal definable (so be inner models ofHOD) and

require, to avoid trivialities, that the large cardinals of

the inner model be closely related to large cardinals in

V .
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This probably cannot be done for large cardinals much

beyond the level of supercompact cardinals.

Suppose thatλ is a cardinal and thatj : Vλ → Vλ is a

nontrivial elementary embedding. Then by Kunen’s

theorem,λ = κω where

κω = sup
{

κi i < ω
}

,

κ0 is the critical point ofj and for eachi < ω,

κi+1 = j(κi). The sequence〈κi : i < ω〉 is the critical

sequence ofj.
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Theorem 1 (ZF) Suppose that there exists a

nontrivial elementary embedding,j : V → V , and

there exists a cardinalλ such thatVλ ≺Σ4 V and such

that there is a nontrivial elementary embedding,

j : Vλ → Vλ with the property thatλ = κω.

Then there is a partial orderP and an inaccessible

cardinal δ such thatV P
δ |= ZFC , and such that inV P

δ :

1. There is a proper class of cardinalsλ for which

there is a nontrivial elementary embedding

j : Vλ → Vλ;

2. If j : Vλ → Vλ is an elementary embedding with

critical point κ < λ then{j(α) | α < κ+} is not

OD. ut
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So modulo an inconsistency result one cannot require

that the inner models be inner models ofHOD if the

inner models are to contain even very limited

approximations to large cardinals inV .

In contrast to the conclusion of the previous theorem,

one can show that if

j : Vλ → Vλ

is an elementary embedding with critical pointκ then

R ∩ L[j|Vj(κ)] ⊂ HOD,

in particular

R ∩ L[{j(α) | α < κ+}] ⊂ HOD.
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Another way to deal with the issue of establishing

criteria for success is to provide atestquestion; the

remarks above suggest this test question should focus

on the reals of the inner model.

Ideally the test question should be such that there is no

way to solve it, positively, without developing an inner

model theory.
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Suppose that(∃xφ) is a large cardinal axiom.

Is there a (countable) transitive setM such

that the following hold?

1. M |= ZFC + (∃xφ);

2. In M there is a proper class of Woodin

cardinals;

3. Suppose thatx ∈ R ∩M . Then

(ZFC `Ω “x ∈ HOD”)M ; equivalently

there existsA ∈ (Γ∞)M such thatx is

ordinal definable in(L(A, R))M .
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One can weaken this requiring (2) to hold only for

x ∈ R ∩ (HOD)M . This then becomes a reasonable

question for a fairly large class ofΣ2 sentences not

just those which are large cardinal axioms; e. g. for the

sentence which asserts that there existsα such that

Vα |= ZFC + Martin’s Maximum.
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This test question cannot be solved positively by

forcing.

Theorem 2 Suppose that there exists a proper class of

Woodin cardinals. Suppose thatV [G] is a set generic

extension ofV such that inV [G] every real is ordinal

definable inL(A, R) for some universally Baire setA.

Then

RV = RV [G]

and inV every real is ordinal definable inL(A, R) for

some universally Baire setA. ut
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Suppose that

j : V → M

is an elementary embedding with critical pointκ. For

each ordinalα ≤ j(κ) recall that there is an extender

of lengthα defined fromj.

For each finite sets ⊂ α let

Es =
{

A ⊂ [κ]|s| A ∈ M ands ∈ j(A)
}

.

ThusEs is an ultrafilter. The set

E =
{

(s,A) s ∈ [α]<ω andA ∈ Es

}
is an extender of lengthα, it is the(κ, α)-extender

derived fromj.
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Suppose thatE is the(κ, α)-extender derived from an

elementary embedding,

j : V → M.

Using the extender one can define,Ult(V,E), as the

direct limit of ultrapowers ofV by the measures,Es,

wheres is a finite subset ofα. If

jE : V → ME

is the associated embedding then there is an

elementary embedding,

πE : ME → M

which is either the identity or with critical point≥ α.
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The extenderE is β-strongif

P(β) ⊂ ME .

If P(β) ⊂ M and|P(β)|M ≤ α then necessarilyE is

β-strong.

Notice that ifj is superstrong, i. e. if

Vj(κ) ⊂ M

and ifα = j(κ) thenjE is a superstrong.

So a single extender can witness the existence of a

superstrong cardinal.
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An important precursor to the fine structural models of

Mitchell-Steel are the Martin-Steel inner models.

The Martin-Steel models are of the formL[Ẽ]
where

Ẽ ⊂ (Ord×Ord)× V

is a predicate defining a sequence of (total) extenders;

more precisely if(α, β) ∈ dom(Ẽ) then the set{
a ∈ V ((α, β), a) ∈ Ẽ

}
is an extender which we denote byEα

β .

In the case of the Martin-Steel inner models, the

extenderEα
β is the(κ, α)-extender derived from an

elementary embedding

j : V → M

such thatVα+2 ⊂ M and such thatα < j(κ).
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Mitchell was the first to define and analyze inner

models constructed from a sequence of extenders.

Why consider inner models of the formL[Ẽ]?

There are two reasons. First ifE is an extender andN

is an inner model withE ∩N ∈ N , then

N |= “E is an extender”.

We have already seen that with a single extender one

can construct superstrong embeddings so one might

hope to produce interesting inner models of the form

L[Ẽ] whereẼ is simply a sequence of length1.
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Example: Suppose that

j : V → M

is an elementary embedding with critical pointκ.

Supposeα ≤ j(κ) andE is the(κ, α)-extender

derived fromj.

ThenL[E] = L[µ] whereµ is the normal measure on

κ induced byj: µ(A) = 1 if and only if κ ∈ j(A).

Conclusion: By using only one extender, or even all

extenders derived from a single elementary

embedding, one cannot produceinner modelsfor large

cardinal axioms beyond a measurable cardinal. Even

though superstrong embeddingscanbe constructed

from a single extender.
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The second reason for defining inner models of the

form L[Ẽ], and this was Mitchell’s key observation, is

that if the(κ, α)-extender from an elementary

embedding

j : V → M

with critical pointκ is “on” the sequencẽE and

enough “approximations” to this extender are on the

sequence then in the inner modelL[Ẽ] there will exist

large cardinals of the kind witnessed to exist inV by j.
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An extender sequence,

Ẽ = 〈Eα
β : (α, β) ∈ dom(Ẽ)〉

is a Martin-Steel extender sequence if for each pair

(α, β) ∈ dom(Ẽ):

1. (Coherence) There exists an elementary

embedding

j : V → M

with critical pointκ such thatVα+2 ⊂ M , Eα
β is

the(κ, α)-extender ofj, and such that

j(Ẽ)|(α + 1, 0) = Ẽ|(α, β).
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2. (Novelty) For all(α∗, β∗) ∈ dom(Ẽ) such that

(α∗, β∗) < (α, β);

Eα∗

β∗ ∩ L[Ẽ|(α, β)] 6= Eα
β ∩ L[Ẽ|(α, β)]

3. (Initial Segment Condition) Suppose that

(α, β) ∈ dom(Ẽ) and thatα∗ < α. Then there exists

β∗ such that(α∗, β∗) ∈ dom(Ẽ) and such that

Eα∗

β∗ ∩L[Ẽ|(α∗+1, 0)] = (Eα
β |α∗)∩L[Ẽ|(α∗+1, 0)].
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A Martin-Steel premouseis a structure,〈M, Ẽ, F̃ 〉,
such that:

1. M is a transitive set such thatM |= ZFC;

2. Ẽ, F̃ ∈ M ;

3. M |= “ Ẽ, F̃ are extender sequences”;

4. M |= “ Ẽ is a Martin-Steel sequence”.

5. The extenders on the sequence,F̃ , generate a

family of elementary embeddings sufficient to

witness inM thatẼ is a Martin-Steel sequence.
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Suppose that〈M, F̃ 〉 is a structure such thatM is a

transitive,M |= ZFC, F̃ ∈ M and

M |= “ F̃ is an extender sequence”.

For exampleF̃ could be a Martin-Steel sequence in

M , or the witness that some other sequence is a

Martin-Steel sequence.

A central notion in inner model theory is that of an

iteration treewhich specifies how models should be

iterated. The notion of an iteration tree is due to Steel.
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An iteration tree ,T , on〈M, F̃ 〉 of lengthη is a tree

order<T ⊆< onη with minimum element0, together

with a sequence

〈Mα, ρα, jα,β : α < η, α <T β〉

such that the following hold.

1. M0 = M ,

2. ρα ≤ ρβ for all α < β < η,

3. jα,β : Mα → Mβ for all α <T β < η
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4. Suppose thatα + 1 < η. Thenα + 1 has an

immediate predecessor,α∗, in tree order<T . Further

there exists an extenderE on j0,α(F̃ ) such thatE is

ρα-strong inMα, such that the critical point associated

to E is≤ ρα∗ , such that

Mα+1 = Ult(Mα∗ , E)

and

jα∗,α+1 : Mα∗ → Mα+1

is the associated embedding.

5. If 0 < β < η is a limit ordinal then the set ofα such

thatα <T β is cofinal inβ andMβ is the limit of the

Mα whereα <T β relative to the embeddings;jα,β .
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One can show by induction on that for allα,

Mα ∩ P(ρα∗) = Mα∗ ∩ P(ρα∗).

Thus in (4); the indicated ultrapower,Ult(Mα∗ , E),
makes sense even though the extenderE by not be in

Mα∗ .

More generally for allα < β,

Mβ ∩ P(ρα) = Mα ∩ P(ρα).
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Suppose thatT is an iteration of lengthη on 〈M, F̃ 〉
whereη is a (nonzero) limit ordinal. A subset,b ⊆ η,

defines a maximal branch ofT if b totally ordered

under the tree relation,<T , andb is maximal.

The maximal branch,b, is wellfounded if the limit of

the modelsMα overα ∈ b is wellfounded.

Notice that if0 < η′ < η andη′ is a limit ordinal then

T |η′ is an iteration tree of lengthη′ and the set{
α α <T η′

}
is a cofinal wellfounded maximal branch ofT |η′.
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An iteration strategy of orderγ for 〈M, F̃ 〉 is a

functionI such that the following hold:

1. If T is an iteration tree on〈M, F̃ 〉 of lengthη < γ

thenT ∈ dom(I) andI(T ) is a maximal

wellfounded branch ofT which is either cofinal

in η or cofinal inη′ for some limit ordinalη′ < η.

2. Suppose thatT is an iteration tree on〈M, F̃ 〉 of

lengthη < γ, η is a limit ordinal, and that for all

limit ordinalsη′ < η, I(T |η′) is the maximal

cofinal branch,{
α < η′ α <T η′

}
.

ThenI(T ) is a cofinal maximal branch ofT .
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Theorem 3 (Martin-Steel) Suppose that

〈M0, Ẽ0, F̃0〉 and〈M1, Ẽ1, F̃1〉 are countable

Martin-Steel premice. Suppose that there are iteration

strategies of orderω1 + 1 for 〈M0, F̃0〉 and for

〈M1, F̃1〉.

Then either

R ∩
(
L[Ẽ0]

)M0

∈
(
L[Ẽ1]

)M1

,

or

R ∩
(
L[Ẽ1]

)M1

∈
(
L[Ẽ0]

)M0

. ut

Remark: The previous theorem fails to hold if one

only requires iteration strategies of orderω1.
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Corollary 4 Suppose that there is a proper class of

Woodin cardinals,〈M, Ẽ, F̃ 〉 is a countable

Martin-Steel premouse andI is an iteration strategy

of orderω1 for 〈M, F̃ 〉 such that

I ∈ L(A, R)

for some universally Baire setA.

Then eachx ∈ R ∩ (L[Ẽ])M is ordinal definable in

L(A, R). ut
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TheΩ Conjecture and Iterable Structures

Suppose that

F : V → V

is a (class) function. The functionF satisfies

condensationif for all (limit) η ∈ Ord such that

F [Vη] ⊆ Vη

if

X ≺ 〈Vη, F ∩ Vη,∈〉

is elementary thenFX ⊆ F whereFX is the image of

F ∩X under the transitive collapse ofX.

Example: DefineF : V → V by:

• F (a) = Lα if a = α for someα ∈ Ord;

• F (a) = ∅ otherwise.
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Theorem 5 Suppose that there exists a proper class of

Woodin cardinals. Suppose that(∃xφ) is a large

cardinal axiom.

The following are equivalent.

1) ZFC `Ω “V is φ-closed”.

2) There exists a countable structure

〈M, F̃ , δ〉

such that

(a) M is transitive andM |= ZFC,

(b) M |= “V is φ-closed”,

(c) F̃ ∈ M and inM , F̃ is an extender sequence

which witnesses thatδ is a Woodin cardinal,

(d) 〈M, F̃ 〉 has a transfinite iteration strategy

which satisfies condensation.
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The Ω Iteration Hypothesis:

Suppose that there exists a proper class of Woodin

cardinals. Then there exists(κ, F̃ , δ) such that

1. κ is strongly inaccessible,

2. δ < κ andδ is a Woodin cardinal,

3. F̃ ⊆ Vδ andF̃ is an extender sequence which

witnessesδ is a Woodin cardinal;

and such that for some countable elementary

substructure,

〈MX , F̃X , δX〉 ∼= X ≺ 〈Vκ, F̃ , δ〉,

〈MX , F̃X〉 has a transfinite iteration strategy

which satisfies condensation.
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TheΩ Iteration Hypothesis implies theΩ Conjecture.

It also yields a solution to the inner model problem for

superstrong cardinals.

Theorem 6 (Martin-Steel) Suppose that there exists

a superstrong cardinal. Then there exists a

Martin-Steel extender sequence,Ẽ, such that

L[Ẽ] |= “There is a superstrong cardinal” ut

This reduces the inner model problem for superstrong

cardinals to iterability. If theΩ Iteration Hypothesis

holds then the Martin-Steel models solve the inner

model problem for superstrong cardinals, answering

the test question positively.
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Long Extenders

Suppose that

j : V → M

is an elementary embedding. For each ordinalη there

is an extender of lengthη defined fromj. Let η̂ be the

least ordinal such thatη ≤ j(η̂).

Fromj one can define along extenderof lengthη. Just

as in the definition of an extender, the long extender,

E, is simply the function

F : P(η̂) → V

given by:F (A) = j(A) ∩ η.

The difference here is that the domain isP(η̂) andη̂

could be greater than the critical point ofj.

The formal definition again specifiesE as a family of

ultrafilters.
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For each finite sets ⊂ η let

Es =
{

A ⊂ [η̂]|s| A ∈ M ands ∈ j(A)
}

.

ThusEs is an ultrafilter. The set

E =
{

(s,A) s ∈ [η]<ω andA ∈ Es

}
is an extender of lengthη. If η > j(κ) whereκ is the

critical point ofj then the extenderE is a long

extender.

Notice that ifκ is the critical point ofj andη ≤ j(κ)
thenη̂ = κ andE is the(κ, η) extender derived fromj

as before.
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Why consider long extenders?

Recall that an elementary embedding

j : V → M

is λ-supercompact ifMλ ⊂ M .

If λ > κ whereκ is the critical point ofj thenj cannot

be constructed from a single extender unless the

extender is a long extender.

Further one can by single long extender construct an

elementary embedding which isλ-supercompact, the

extenderE of lengthη derived fromj suffices where

η = j(2λ).
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Example re-visited: Suppose that

j : V → M

is an elementary embedding with critical pointκ,

α < j(κ) and thatVj(α)+1 ⊂ M . Let η = j(α) and

suppose thatE is the long extender of lengthη derived

from j.

Then inL[E] there is no inner model ofZFC with a

Woodin cardinal and containing the ordinals.

A plausible conjecture (which implies the claim

above) is that this is also true forall long extenders

derived fromanyelementary embeddingj : V → M

such thatMω ⊂ M .
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Conclusion:

By using only one long extender, or even all

long extenders derived from a single

(reasonable) elementary embedding, one

probably still cannot produce inner models

for large cardinal axioms significantly beyond

a measurable cardinal.
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If there exist a proper class of measurable cardinals

then it is consistent that in all generic extensions ofV ,

for any seta there existη and an elementary

embedding

j : V → M

such thata ∈ L[E] whereE is the long extender of

lengthη derived formj.

So when extracting a long extender of lengthη from j

we shall requireVη+1 ⊂ M .
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Already we see that long extenders are subtle

generalizations of extenders.

Nevertheless one can easily generalize the notion of a

Martin-Steel extender sequence to define sequences of

long extenders.

However the attempts to generalize the theorems on

comparison even granting iterablity have failed to date

because of several obstacles.

Currently the most serious of these seems to be the

“moving spaces problem”; (ignoring the fundamental

problems of establishing iterability).
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Suppose thatE is an extender of lengthη. We say that

E is a strong extender ifVη ⊂ ME where

jE : V → ME

is the elementary embedding given byE.

The moving spaces problem:

Following the rules for defining iteration trees one

may face the following situation. GivenMα and a

long extenderE ∈ Mα, which is a strong extender in

Mα, one cannot applyE to anyearlier model even

though the critical point associated toE is belowρβ

for someβ < α.
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Example: SupposeM is a countable transitive model

of ZFC, κ ∈ M , δ ∈ M and

1. M |= “δ is a measurable cardinal”,

2. M |= “κ is δ-supercompact”.

Let F1 ∈ M be a strong extender witnessing (1) and

let F2 ∈ M be a strong extender witnessing (2).

(Assume these exist as well).

Let Mω1 be the result of iteratingω1 many times by

F1. AssumeMω1 is wellfounded and so this naturally

defines a linear iteration tree of lengthω1 + 1 with ρα

being the image ofδ after iteratingα times (α ≤ ω1).
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Let F ∈ Mω1 be the image ofF2. The critical point

associated toF is κ butF cannot be applied to any of

the earlier models.

As this example illustrates, the rules for the formation

of an iteration tree need to be modified in the case of

long extenders.

Note that ifE ∈ Mα is an extender of lengthη then

Ult(Mβ , E) doesmake sense for allβ ≤ α such that

η̂ ≤ ρβ whereη̂ is the least ordinal such that

η ≤ (jE(η̂))Mα .

But modifying the rules for constructing an iteration

tree does not really help because the new rules are not

compatible with the rules that comparison require.

Even requiring all the extenders to be strong does not

help.
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A slightly more serious example is as follows.

Assuming large enough cardinals exist then there

exists a structure ,〈M, Ẽ, F̃ 〉, such that

1. 〈M, Ẽ, F̃ 〉 is satisfies the requirements for being a

Martin-Steel premouse, except thatF̃ is a

sequence of long extenders which are strong

extenders.

2.
(
L[Ẽ]

)M

|= “ There is a superstrong cardinal”

3. If T is an iteration tree on(M, F̃ ) thenT is linear.

In this caseno iteration of〈M, F̃ 〉 can serve for

comparison of(L[Ẽ])M (the iterations aretoo simple).

The problem here is that̃F is not anefficientwitness

(extenders on the sequence are too long).
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We shall avoid the problem of moving spaces by

restricting the length of the long extenders. The result

will define a class of “promising extender sequences”.

We fix some notation. For each cardinal,κ, let λκ be

the least ordinalη > κ such that

Vη ≺Σ2 V.

Thusλκ is a strong limit cardinal of cofinalityω.

Notice that there can be no elementary embedding,

j0 : V → M0

with critical pointκ0 such thatκ < κ0 < λκ and such

thatVλκ
⊂ M0.
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A long-extender sequence,

Ẽ = 〈Eα
β : (α, β) ∈ dom(Ẽ)〉

is apromising extender sequenceif for each pair

(α, β) ∈ dom(Ẽ):

1. (Coherence) There exists an elementary

embedding

j : V → M

with critical pointκ such that

(a) Vκ ≺Σ3 V ,

(b) α < j(λκ) andVj(λκ) ⊂ M ,

(c) Eα
β is the extender of lengthα derived fromj,

(d) j(Ẽ)|(α + 1, 0) = Ẽ|(α, β).
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2. (Novelty) For all(α∗, β∗) ∈ dom(Ẽ) such that

(α∗, β∗) < (α, β);

Eα∗

β∗ ∩ L[Ẽ|(α, β)] 6= Eα
β ∩ L[Ẽ|(α, β)]

3. (Initial Segment Condition) Suppose that

(α, β) ∈ dom(Ẽ) and thatα∗ < α. Then there exists

β∗ such that(α∗, β∗) ∈ dom(Ẽ) and such that

Eα∗

β∗ ∩L[Ẽ|(α∗+1, 0)] = (Eα
β |α∗)∩L[Ẽ|(α∗+1, 0)].
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A long- extender sequence,

F̃ = 〈Fα
β : (α, β) ∈ dom(F̃ )〉

is anefficient extender sequenceif for each pair

(α, β) ∈ dom(F̃ ) there exists an elementary

embedding

j : V → M

with critical pointκ such that

1. Vκ ≺Σ3 V ,

2. α = j(λκ) andVj(λκ) ⊂ M ,

3. Fα
β is the extender of lengthα derived fromj,

For every promising extender sequenceẼ there is an

efficient extender sequence,F̃ , which witnesses that̃E

is a promising extender sequence.
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A promising premouseis a structure,〈M, Ẽ, F̃ 〉, such

that:

1. M is a transitive set such thatM |= ZFC;

2. M |= “ Ẽ is a promising extender sequence”.

3. M |= “ F̃ is an efficient extender sequence”.

4. The extenders on the sequence,F̃ , generate a

family of elementary embeddings sufficient to

witness inM thatẼ is a promising extender

sequence.
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Suppose that〈M, F̃ 〉 is a countable structure such that

M is transitive,M |= ZFC and

M |= “ F̃ is an efficient extender sequence”.

Suppose that

T = 〈Mα, ρα, jα,β : α < η + 1, α <T β〉

is an iteration tree of lengthη + 1 on 〈M, F̃ 〉. Suppose

thatF is an extender on the sequencej0,η(F̃ ) and let

η∗ < η be such that the critical point associated toF is

≤ ρη∗ . ThenF can be applied to the modelMη∗ to

defineUlt(Mη∗ , F ).
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In brief: The problem of moving spaces does not arise

in considering iterations of structures〈M, F̃ 〉 whereF̃

is an efficient extender sequence ofM . (Iteration trees

can be freely constructed following the original rules!)

But these are precisely the structures one needs to

iterate, following the methods of Martin-Steel, to

compare the inner models given by promising premice.
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But are promising extender sequences useful?

A cardinalκ is ahuge cardinalif there exists an

elementary embedding,

j : V → M,

with critical pointκ such that{
j(α) α < j(κ)

}
∈ M.

Note that ifẼ is a promising extender sequence inV

and(α, β) ∈ dom(Ẽ) then the elementary embedding

associated toEα
β cannot even witness inV that its

critical point is a huge cardinal.

There is however a new phenomenon associated with

long extenders.
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We require one last definition.

Suppose thatδ is strongly inaccessible and thatẼ ⊂ δ

is a promising extender sequence of lengthδ. Ẽ is a

maximalpromising extender sequence if for all

promising extender sequencesẼ∗ ∈ Vδ and for all

(α, β) ∈ dom(Ẽ∗) if

Ẽ∗|(α, β) = Ẽ|(α, β)

andẼ|(α, β) 6= ∅ then(α, β) ∈ dom(Ẽ).
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Theorem 7 Suppose thatδ is a huge cardinal and that

for all α < δ there exists an elementary embedding

j : Vλ+1 → Vλ+1

such thatα < λ < δ and such thatj is nontrivial.

Suppose that

Ẽ ⊂ Vδ

is a maximal promising extender sequence of lengthδ.

Then inLδ[Ẽ] there exists a proper class of cardinals

λ for which there exists an elementary embedding,

j : Vλ → Vλ ut
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Theorem 8 Suppose thatδ is a huge cardinal and that

for all α < δ there exists an elementary embedding

j : L(Vλ+1) → L(Vλ+1)

such thatα < λ < δ and with critical point belowλ.

Suppose that

Ẽ ⊂ Vδ

is a maximal promising extender sequence of lengthδ.

Suppose thatx ∈ R and inVδ, x is OD in L(A, R) for

some universally Baire setA.

Thenx ∈ Lδ[Ẽ] and inLδ[Ẽ], x is OD in L(A, R) for

some universally Baire setA. ut
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Now a very interesting problem is:

Is there a plausible iteration hypothesis

which allows one to prove comparison for the

inner modelL[Ẽ] whereẼ is a promising

extender sequence?

This can be made precise as follows.

Suppose thatδ is a huge cardinal and that

Ẽ ⊂ Vδ

is a promising extender sequence of lengthδ.

Suppose thatx ∈ R ∩ Lδ[Ẽ]. Must there exist

a setA ⊂ R such thatA is universally Baire

in Vδ and such thatx is OD in L(A, R)?
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It may be that the initial segment condition we have

used in defining promising extender sequences is too

weak. So the correct version of the latter question

could well be:

Suppose thatδ is a huge cardinal.

Is there a maximal promising extender

sequence

Ẽ ⊂ Vδ

of lengthδ such that ifx ∈ R ∩ Lδ[Ẽ] then

there exist a setA ⊂ R such thatA is

universally Baire inVδ and such thatx is OD
in L(A, R)?
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If the answer to one or both of these questions is

yes then one has, via promising extender sequences,

defined a class of maximal inner models whose

existence gives a positive answer to our test question.

So if the answer is yes, then the interesting question

becomes:

Are there fine structural versions of these

models?

If the answer is again yes, then the interesting question

becomes:

What if anything lies beyond these fine

structure models?
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